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About the Technical Reviewers
These reviewers contributed their considerable hands-on expertise to the entire 
development process for Perl for C Programmers.As the book was being written, these
dedicated professionals reviewed all the material for technical content, organization,
and flow.Their feedback was critical to ensuring that Perl for C Programmers fits our
readers’ need for the highest-quality technical information.

Denis Scherbakov is a System Administrator at the Belarus
National Academy of Science (BNAS). He has had nine years of
progressively responsible experience in software development and
management of corporate networks within Windows, Linux,
UNIX, and IRIX. He has held positions ranging from Designer
and Software Developer to Internet Security Specialist and System
Administrator. In his projects, he mainly uses Java, C/C++, and
Perl. He is presently working on a project for the NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center and the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) Group using
MFC/C++, Perl, SOAP, and XML. Denis is a member of the European Aerosol
Research Lidar Network (EARLINET) establishing aerosol climatology. He lives in
Minsk, Belarus. Recently he bought a mountain bike and a new Volkswagen B5.

Jason A. Buss has been working in the IT field for about six
years. He currently works for a leading general aviation manufac-
turer, designing and implementing applications for publishing ser-
vice information, using a single-source SGML/XML publishing
system, delivering hard copy, web, and CD-ROM publications.
In his free time, he enjoys spending time with his wife and four
children, playing guitar, watching cartoons, and working on his PCs
(currently playing with XML and Python).

About the Author
Steve Oualline is a professional software engineer who lives in San
Diego with his wife and two dogs.When he’s not programming, he
can be found at the Poway Midland Railroad where he’s a real 
engineer.
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